
FCC-eh
Introductory Remarks

The most gigantic DIS experiment under consideration
Newton Microscope (Phil Yock)  - Outreach on DIS !

Projects: LHeC/PERLE/FCC-eh

Energy Recovery Developments 

Particle Physics – Quo Vadis

Physics on one page (more today)

Examples of existing study (Det+IR today)

Outlook 

Max Klein (U Liverpool) and Oliver Bruening (CERN) 

Session on FCC-eh, 30.6.21, FCC Week June/July 2021
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LHeC, PERLE and FCC-eh

50 x 7000 GeV2: 1.2 TeV ep collider

Operation: Concurrent with HL-LHC
2035+, Cost: O(1) BCHF

CDR: 1206.2913 J.Phys.G

Upgrade to 1034 cm-2s-1, for Higgs, BSM
ESPPU: OB+MK, J.Phys.G 46 (2019) 12, 123001

arXiv:2007.14491, J.Phys.G to appear

Powerful ERL for Experiments @ Orsay
CDR: 1705.08783 J.Phys.G
CERN-ACC-Note-2018-0086 (ESPPU)

TDR end of 2022, Operation: 2025+

LHeC ERL Parameters and Configuration
Ie=20mA, 802 MHz SRF, 3 turns à
Ee=500 MeV à first 10 MW ERL facility

BINP, CERN, Cornell, Daresbury, Jlab, Liverpool, Orsay (IJC), +

Max Klein and Oliver Bruening
for the LHeC/PERLE/FCCeh Collaboration
FCC Week, 30.6.2021, online

60 x 50000 GeV2: 3.5 TeV ep collider

Operation: 2050+, Cost (of ep) O(1-2) BCHF

Concurrent Operation with FCC-hh

FCC CDR: 
Eur.Phys.J.ST 228 (2019) 6, 474 Physics
Eur.Phys.J.ST 228 (2019) 4, 755 FCC-hh/eh

Future CERN Colliders: 1810.13022 Bordry+



ERL Features:

Very high luminosity through high
electron current and small preserved
injector emittance. Economic use
of power Po/ 1 − 𝜂 through recovery
in multiple linac passing (recirculator
or head-on). Non-radiative beam dump 
at injection energy. à orders of 
magnitude improved performance at
same or reduced power, a new era for
accelerator, HEP, NP and applications

“The ERL concept is well proven 
and the technology is well 
developed. Many demonstrator
facilities exist worldwide with 
increasing sophistication. It 
needs a facility comprising
all essential features 
simultaneously: high-current, 
multi-pass, optimised cavities 
and cryo-modules and a 
physics quality beam eventually 
for experiments”. (Bob Rimmer
at ERL Symposium, June 4, 2021 )

A selection of past, present and proposed ERL facilities: Power = Ee Ie

From the ongoing work of the ERL Roadmap Panel, to be published



[from report to LDG]



Beyond the LHC/LHeC: FCC Particle Physics has a long term future,
many of its quests are unresolved,
Nr of families, GUT, substructure, DM..

It has been and will be science at a
global scale.

Former times: lh / hh / e+e-

CDHS,BCDMS../SppS/PETRA,PEP

HERA/Tevatron/LEP,SLC

A scenario for the nearer future

LHeC / HL-LHC / ILC or/and CepC

“Turn the SM on its Head”
Steven Weinberg (CC15)



Welcome 

14

Being updated
by SPC/ECFA



Physics with Energy Frontier DIS
Raison(s) d’etre of ep/eA
at the energy frontier

Cleanest High Resolution 
Microscope: QCD Discovery

Empowering the LHC/FCC 
Search Programme

Transformation of LHC/FCC into
high precision Higgs facility

Discovery (top, H, heavy ν’s..) 
Beyond the Standard Model

A unique  Nuclear Physics 
Facility for Discovery

Deep Inelastic Scattering



Machine Parameters and Operation - ep

For comparison, HERA I operated at 1031cm-2s-1, and was upgraded by a factor of up to 4 for HERA II
The total luminosity delivered was 1 fb-1 over a running period of 15 years, including shutdowns.
LHeC may operate at 20 x 1000 GeV2 and ”repeat” all of HERA in a short running period. 

CERN-ACC-Note-2020-0002 àarXiv (July)

No pileup



J Osborne
A Tudora
“now”





FCC-eh in the CDR [V1 Physics and V3 hh]

Volume 1 had been the collaborative effort to present the entity of FCC physics,  in ee, pp and ep, including AA and eA
Volume 3 on FCC hh contains a short summary of the main characteristics of FCC-eh and the detector concept

Some striking physics eh prospects are on  searches and the high precision measurements on Higgs and proton structure: 

Prospects for high precision measurements of
Higgs couplings at FCC ee and ep. Note ee gets
the width with Z recoil. ee is mainly ZHZ, while
ep is mainly WWH: complementary also to pp

3

Complementary prospects to
discover rh massive neutrinos
in ee, ep and pp 
[mixing angle vs mass]

Unique resolution of partonic contents of
and dynamics inside the proton, providing
precise and independent parton luminosities
for interpretation and searches on FCC-hh
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Low x Dynamics 
1802.07758

FCC-eh (LHeC) resolve low x BFKL-DGLAP question
FCC-hh is low x physics machine: there is no
Precision hh physics at FCC without ep

Very large effects of small x dynamics at FCC-hh 

HERA (and EIC) at too small energy to resolve low x



Outlook

Today 

Yannis Papaphilippou on LHeC Racetrack as Injector for FCC-ee
[an example of technical synergy, eg also: PERLE Linac as FCC-ee Demonstrator]

Kevin Andre on Accelerator Design
[IR perhaps the biggest challenge for ep / pp - for those who remember HERA]

Alessandro Polini on Detector Design
[based on LHeC Detector Paper, cf ECFA Detector R+D, topics for ep:
pipe, low mat solenoid, 5mu impact, timing?, fwd calorimetry, installation]

Ahmed Hammad on Heavy Neutrinos
Nathan Sherrill on Space Time Surprises 

[two examples of novel physics studies and ideas, beyond genuine DIS]

The FCC-eh Development may move towards
a dedicated Conceptual Design Report (by 2023/24)

Physics:  TeV Scale DIS and its Importance for hh

A Next Generation DIS Detector [of CMS size]

Accelerator: CE, Lattice, Parameters, Infrastructure..

- A useful base for the FCC-eh development
- Strong relation to LHeC and PERLE
- Emphasis on Unity of Physics 

There is a scenario where FCC-hh comes without FCC-ee,
in a 100 km or the LHC tunnel. There comes a next strategy
discussion which is prepared to include the DIS future. 

Comprehensive papers last longer than conferences.. : 
The LHeC CDR arXiv:1206.2913 has by now 632 citations.

Needs careful thoughts and preparation and a human base..
Decision with next LHeC/PERLE/FCCeh workshop



Thanks to authors of 2007.14491, the FCC coordination and 
the International Advisoory Committee on LHeC and FCC-eh

Full statement published in arXiv:2007.14491 (2020), J.Phys.G to appear
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FCC Workshops: CDR  March 2019: https://indico.cern.ch/event/789349/ see: http://lhec.web.cern.ch (to be updated)

arXiv:2007:14491 (400 pages, 300 authors)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/789349/
http://lhec.web.cern.ch/


Future of Particle Physics 

The Development of ERLs. draft



Particle Physics: The Challenge Ahead

The Development of ERLs. draft

High field magnets, SRF, ERL, Muon Collider,  and Plasma Wakefield
The five acc. technology pillars identified last year and by Council/SPC/LDG. 

From ERL White Paper (draft), to be published


